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Telegraph 3
10.11.2021

Duchess of Sussex admits she ‘misled’ court

Kritik-Begriffe Schlagworte
(Anzahl)

apologise (4)
concede (1)
The Duchess of Sussex has apologised for misleading a court over whether she had given authorisation for an [accuse of]
aide to brief the authors of a biography about her. The Duchess said she "had not remembered" email
perjury / lying
exchanges in which she was told about a two-hour meeting between her communications secretary Jason
Knauf and the writers of Finding Freedom. She apologised to the Court of Appeal after a series of emails were (2)
disclosed which showed she was aware of the meeting between Jason Knauf and the authors. Saying she had mislead (5)

The Royal
Family
Justiz

"absolutely no wish or intention to mislead the defendant or the court", she conceded that Mr Knauf, her then
aide, had offered information for the book "with my knowledge".
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/royal-family/2021/11/10/duchess-sussex-admits-misled-court (06.12.2021)

Telegraph 7
12.06.2021

BBC apologises over showing distressing images after Christian Eriksen collapses

apolog* (4)
fury / furious
The BBC and presenter Gary Lineker apologised after failing to cut away from the match between Denmark (2)
and Finland when Christian Eriksen collapsed on the field. The corporation provoked fury from viewers for
shocking (1)
not returning to the studio as attempts were made to resuscitate Eriksen, with his wife watching, in obvious
distress /
distress, on the touchline. A BBC spokesperson said: “Everyone at the BBC is hoping Christian
distressing (2)
Eriksen makes a full recovery. We apologise to anyone who was upset by the images broadcast. In stadium
coverage is controlled by Uefa, as the host broadcaster, and as soon as the match was suspended, we took our upset (2)
coverage off air as quickly as possible.” Former England striker Lineker said later on Twitter: “I understand
harrowing (1)
some of you would have been upset with some of the images shown (we were too). Obviously these were the
awful (1)
host pictures and out of our control. “They should have stayed on a wide of the stadium. Apologies.”

TV /
Massenmedien
Sport

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/euro-2021/2021/06/12/christian-eriksen-collapses-bbc-forced-apologiseshowing-distressing (07.12.2021)

Telegraph 9
10.08.2020

Sturgeon sorry for exams fiasco and admits student outrage a 'bigger problem' than
grade inflation

sorry (3)
Politik
apolog*(5)
Schule
furious (1)
The First Minister of Scotland Nicola Sturgeon has issued an apology to teenagers hit by this year’s results
injustice (1)
day fiasco and promised to fix the "unfair" system. She said: “Despite our best intentions, I do acknowledge
disillusionment
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we did not get this right and I'm sorry for that. We will be taking steps to ensure that every young person gets
a grade that recognises the work they have done.” Opposition parties said the First Minister’s apology did not
go far enough, and claimed the reversal was motivated by a desire to keep her under-fire Education Secretary
and deputy, John Swinney, in his job. Iain Gray, Scottish Labour’s education spokesman, said: “A belated and
forced apology is not good enough. We need an immediate return to the grades recommended by teachers for
those who saw their grades reduced.”
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/08/10/sturgeon-sorry-exams-fiasco-admits-student-outrage-biggerproblem (07.12.2021)

Telegraph 10
06.12.2021

Durham college head apologises for calling students 'pathetic' for walking out over
Rod Liddle speech

The Times 1
15.11.2021

Boris Johnson’s regret as sleaze hits polls

(1)
hypocritical (1)
scandal (1)
shameful (1)
acknowledge
(1)

apolog*
[unreservedly]
(6)
A Durham college head has apologised for calling students "pathetic" after they walked out when the
wrong (2)
journalist Rod Liddle spoke at a formal dinner. Professor Tim Luckhurst, principal of South College,
concern* (3)
reportedly shouted "at South College, we value freedom of speech" as several students left the dining hall in
distressed (1)
protest at the choice of guest speaker. In an apology email to members of the college, Professor Luckhurst
said that students had "exercised their right" to leave dinner and added that the students had "as much right to emotional (1)
absent themselves from the speech as my guest had to make it". "My anger reflected my sincere
to show
commitment to freedom of speech. However, I was wrong to describe the students' action as pathetic and I disregard (1)
apologise unreservedly for doing so." Prof Luckhurst’s apology came as he faced calls from the student union
untenable (1)
to be fired and Durham University announced it was launching an investigation "as a matter of urgency".
appalled (1)
anger (1)
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/12/06/durham-college-head-apologises-calling-students-patheticstaging (07.12.2021)
shock (1)
disturb (1)
offend (1)

Boris Johnson has expressed regret for the first time over his botched attempt to block the suspension of the
Tory MP Owen Paterson amid signs that the sleaze row is cutting through to voters.
The prime minister has faced criticism from across his party, including from some cabinet ministers, after
whipping Conservative MPs to vote to stay the suspension of Paterson and to overhaul the standards system.

Universität
Diskriminierun
g
Transphobie
Rassismus

Criticism (1) Politik
Very sleazy (1)
apologise (1)

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/boris-johnsons-regret-as-sleaze-hits-polls-sc60zzlbv (18.11.2021)

The Times 3
07.01.2021

Corrections and Clarifications
In a series of articles published on and July 17 and 18, 2020, we reported on the activities of Sport Mobile, a

apologis (1)
did not intend
(1)

Medien
Richtigstellung
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company which provided mobile telephone services. Following legal action brought by Mike Ashley, the
court found that in the articles it was alleged that there were grounds to suspect that Sport Mobile helped Mr
Ashley to avoid the disclosure in High Court proceedings of potentially relevant text messages and phone
records, which Mr Ashley had told the court he could not produce whilst knowing that Sport Mobile could in
fact have obtained them. We did not intend to suggest such meanings and accept that any allegations of
wrongdoing by Mr Ashley in his litigation with Jeffrey Blue are untrue. We sincerely apologise to Mr Ashley
for the distress and damage caused by the publication of our articles. We are happy to set the record straight
and have agreed to pay Mr Ashley substantial damages in addition to his legal costs.

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/corrections-and-clarifications-5phnn0xh2 (07.01.2022)
The Times 5
16.11.2021

Kwasi Kwarteng apologises for stern words to watchdog
Kwasi Kwarteng made the comments about Kathryn Stone the day after the government pushed through an
overhaul of the Commons standards system in a controversial vote.
He said that Stone, who as parliamentary commissioner for standards leads investigations into MPs accused of
breaking their code of conduct, should “decide her position”, adding: “I think it’s difficult to see what the
future of the commissioner is, given the fact that we’re reviewing the process, and we’re overturning and
trying to reform this whole process.”

apologise (2)
backlash (1)
regret (1)

Politik

apolog (4)
criticism (1)
Complain(t)
(2)
sorry (1)
Sencere
apology (1)

Krankenhaus
Fehler
Vernachlässigu
ng

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/kwasi-kwarteng-apologises-for-stern-words-to-watchdog-s7gq9ssv5
(16.12.2021)

The Times 8
1.10.2021

UL Hospital apologises to man left in excruciating pain after catheter ‘yanked out’
The UL Hospitals Group has apologised for “failings in the care” provided to a grandfather who suffered
trauma after a catheter was removed without being fully deflated.
The hospital apologised for poor communication with the family but said the pandemic had created
“uncharted waters”.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/ul-hospitals-apologises-to-man-left-in-excruciating-pain-after-catheteryanked-out-xqzdrrxk2 (17.12.2021)

Independent 3
12.2.2021

Roman Abramovich: An apology

accept (1)
Politik
apologise 1
Medien
In an article we published on 6 February 2021 headed “Vladimir Putin is a ‘monkey with a grenade’: Navalny misunderstandi
aide says it is time to get tough with Russian leader” we wrongly reported claims by Mr Leonid Volkov that
ng (1)
Mr Abramovich is a bag carrier for President Putin’s illicit presidential wealth and named him as an
individual who should be sanctioned.
The Independent accepts that Mr Abramovich is not a “bag carrier” for President Putin and we did not mean
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to allege that he should be subjected to punitive sanction. We note that Mr Abramovich’s representatives have
stated publicly that there is no foundation for such claims.
We are happy to make this clear and apologise to Mr Abramovich for any misunderstanding. In view of these
errors we have agreed to make a donation to a charity nominated by Mr Abramovich and to pay his legal
costs.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/roman-abramovich-apology-navalny-putinb1801670.html (21.12.2021)
Independent 5
09.07.2021

‘Sorry for being a d***’: Laurence Fox apologises for saying he wanted England to
lose in Euros

apolog* (4)
sorry (2)
criticism (2)
Actor Laurence Fox has apologised for claiming he wanted the England football team to lose at the Euros
embarrassed
after players took the knee. In one Twitter post shared earlier that week, the Lewis star said he was
(1)
“embarrassed to be British” and called the England players “woke babies” and “weak men”. The 43-year-old
mistake (1)
added that: “I hope any team but ours wins in any future sporting endeavour.” Following England’s win
against Denmark in the semi-finals on Wednesday (7 July), Fox has apologised for his comments: “Right. It’s acknowledge
(1)
hard to admit when you’ve made a mistake, but as I tell my kids it’s important to acknowledge it when you

Prominenz
Sport
Rassismus

think you have. <…> So there we go, I’m sorry for being a d***.” Despite apologising, Fox doubled-down on
his criticism of taking the knee, calling the gesture “sad, pointless and divisive”.
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/laurence-fox-england-kneeling-finalb1880996.html (04.01.2022)

Independent 6
12.03.2021

Sharon Osbourne apologises after criticism of The Talk racism discussion: ‘I
panicked and got defensive’

apolog* (4)
truly sorry (1)
gaslighting (2)
British-American TV presenter Sharon Osbourne has apologised after social media users accused her of
[get / become]
“weaponising white tears” during a discussion about racism on The Talk. In a lengthy post shared on Twitter
defensive (3)
on Friday (12 March) morning, Osbourne said that she’d been “reflecting” on the incident and wanted to
accus* (4)
apologise to any Black viewers she had offended. “To anyone of color that I offended and/or to anyone that
offend (2)
feels confused or let down by what I said, I am truly sorry. I panicked, felt blindsided, got defensive &
allowed my fear & horror of being accused of being racist take over.”
[feel] confused
(1)
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/sharon-osbourne-the-talk-apology-b1816273.html
panic (2)
(04.01.2022)
[feel]
blindsided (1)

TV /
Massenmedien
Prominenz
Rassismus
Gaslighting
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not condone
[racism / …]
(1)
Independent 7
06.04.2021

Keir Starmer apologises for visiting church where pastor opposed gay rights
Keir Starmer has apologised after he visited a church where a senior pastor advocated against gay equality
laws. The leader of the Labour party was criticised from within his own party after he posted a video online
highlighting his visit on Friday to Jesus House for All the Nations church in Brent, north London. On
Monday, he tweeted to say he accepted it was a “mistake” to visit the church, which has opened its premises
up as a vaccination centre, but said he was “not aware” of the pastor’s views. “I apologise for the hurt my
visit caused and have taken down the video. It was a mistake and I accept that,” Sir Keir tweeted.
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/starmer-church-jesus-house-gay-b1827089.html
(04.01.2022)

Independent 8
01.07.2021

apolog* (6)
(>“unreserved
apology”)
condemnation
(1)
criticise (2)
accept a
mistake (2)
unacceptable
(1)

Politik
Homophobie
Kirche

Men who grabbed Chris Whitty in online video apologise after one of them gets
sacked from job

apolog* (4)
Prominenz
sorry (2)
Belästigung
feel
A man filmed apparently accosting Professor Chris Whitty in a park has apologised to the top medic after
uncomfortable
losing his estate agent job. Lewis Hughes, from Romford, in Essex, said if he made England’s chief medical
(2)
officer feel “uncomfortable”, then “I am sorry to him for that”. He added: “He is quite a timid, shy person and
harass* (3)
I think that is why he didn’t say, ‘Get off me’. If he had said that and I had realised how he felt, I wouldn’t
[no] malicious
have put my arm round him.” He said he had been hoping to get a selfie with Prof Whitty to show to his
mother, adding: “There was no malicious intent, I didn’t want to upset him.”
intent (1)
upset (2)
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/chris-whitty-video-attacker-identified-b1876044.html
[cause] harm
(04.01.2022)
(1)
condemn (1)
despicable (1)
intimidation
(1)
[make]
allegations (1)
assault (1)
accost (2)
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Independent 9
02.11.2021

Morrisons apologises over ‘non-EU salt and pepper’ chicken label

apolog* (3)
Geld
fierce criticism Brexit
Supermarket chain Morrisons has apologised after labelling a chicken product as containing “non-EU salt and (1)
pepper”. Shoppers complained on social media over the packaging for the salt-and-pepper chicken crown,
complain (1)
which also features the Union flag and highlights that it is made from “British chicken”, and accused the
backtrack over
company of “anti-EU bias”. The company immediately backtracked over the “error”, describing it as a
the error (1)
mistake during the labelling process. Morrisons tweeted that “the wording on the packaging is an error for
which we apologise”, and told customers it was changing the packaging immediately. A spokeswoman for the mistake (2)
supermarket chain said: “Our chicken label is adhering to British packaging regulations, however, we will be
redesigning it to make it clear this is not a political commentary.”
https://www.independent.co.uk/business/morrisons-apologises-over-noneu-salt-and-pepper-chicken-labelb1949829.html (04.01.2022)

Guardian 1
28.10.2021

Joey Barton apologises for comparing Bristol Rovers displays to Holocaust

apolog* (5)
(no) offence
Bristol Rovers’ manager has apologised for comments he made comparing his team’s poor performances to
the Holocaust. The manager made the analogy after his side’s defeat at home against Newport. Few days later (4)

Holocaust
Sport
Pietät

Barton issued an apology: “I’m just going to say there were some comments made after the press conference
last week where clearly no offence was meant, but some people have rightly pointed out to me the use of the
analogy was not correct. The FA wrote to me this week to remind us of our language and communications,
and the last thing you want to do is cause offence or upset anybody. So if anybody was offended by that, I
would like to apologise for that and I think the FA were right to write to me and remind me of that. You hope
to use better analogies in future, but it was certainly with no malice or offence intended to anybody.”
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2021/oct/28/bristol-rovers-manager-joey-barton-apologises-holocaustcomment (08.12.2021)

Guardian 2
05.12.2021

Sky News host Peta Credlin issues lengthy apology to South Sudanese community over apolog* (14)
Covid comments
claim* (3)

Medien / TV
Rassismus

Former chief of staff to Tony Abbott apologises for her ‘errors and the hurt, humiliation and offence caused
by the broadcast’ in 2020
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/dec/05/sky-news-host-peta-credlin-issues-lengthyapology-to-south-sudanese-community-over-covid-comments (07.01.2022)

Guardian 8
26.04.2021

Channel 5 pulls ‘immoral’ plastic surgery show about Charlotte Crosby’s appearance apolog* (2)
responsibility
Channel 5 has apologised and pulled an episode of its controversial celebrity plastic surgery series from its
(2)

Medien
Prominenz
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streaming service after condemnation from its subject, Charlotte Crosby. The episode of Celebrities: What
Happened to Your Face? featured medical professionals dissecting how the reality TV star’s physical
appearance had changed over the years with surgeons making numerous offensive comments about her
“cookie-cutter” and “plastic” face. Crosby called the programme “immoral” and “insensitive”. In a statement,
the broadcaster apologised for “any upset caused” and said that Channel 5 and the show’s producers, Crackit
Productions, “take duty of care very seriously”. “While we acknowledge that the programme was Ofcomcompliant, we have taken on board Charlotte’s feedback and removed the episode from our streaming
platform My5,” the statement read.

sorry (1)
condemnation
(1)
offensive (1)

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2021/apr/26/channel-5-pulls-immoral-plastic-surgery-show-aboutcharlotte-crosbys-appearance (14.12.2021)

Mirror 2
16.07.2021

Love Island newbie Danny apologises from inside the villa for historical racist post
Love Island newcomer Danny Bibby has apologised in regards to a historic social media post where he used
the N-word. Speaking from inside the villa, Danny said in a statement: "I'd like to take the time to apologise
to anyone that may have taken offence to my inappropriate remark. I never meant anything malicious by
this comment at all. I am not a racist person and it's unacceptable language and ignorant. I meant no offence
and feel like I have really learnt from my mistakes and will never use that word again. I am a kind loving
person and hopefully you get to see that in the show," he added. The 25-year-old plumber, who was first seen
on the ITV2 show on Thursday evening, has come under fire after he used the term 'n****' on his Instagram
in 2019.

apolog* (4)
(no) offence
(3)
inappropriate
remark (1)
mistake (1)

Rassismus
Prominenz

apolog* (8)
disrespectful
(2)
offence (1)

Rassismus
Sport

https://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/breaking-love-island-newbie-danny-24553183 (20.12.2021)

Mirror 3
19.11.2021

Alex Hales apologises over blackface as he admits costume was 'incredibly
disrespectful'
England cricketer Alex Hales has apologised for “all the offence” caused after a picture of him in blackface
emerged. The Nottinghamshire opener had attended a a New Year’s Eve part back in 2009 with his face and
upper body painted black. He later said that he was paying tribute to the late rapper Tupac Shakur with his
appearance at the party. "I obviously realise that this is incredibly disrespectful and I want to apologise for all
the offence this has no doubt caused. It was incredibly reckless and foolish on my behalf, so I want to
apologise for that, apologise to the club for the embarrassment it would have caused them.“ After the pictures
emerged, Hales’ club Nottinghamshire said they had extended the scope of their investigation into his historic
conduct as a result.
https://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/cricket/alex-hales-blackface-apology-racism-25495945 (20.12.2021)
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Mirror 4
19.03.2021

Joe Hart issues apology after "job done" social media gaffe following Tottenham
defeat

apolog* (4)
mishap (1)

Panne
Social Media

apologis* (2)
sorry (1)

Sport
Panne

Tottenham goalkeeper Joe Hart has apologised for a social media mishap on his Instagram account after
Tottenham crashed out of the Europa League. After the game he posted a story on his Instagram account
which detailed the full-time score in Croatia and included the words "job done". The goalkeeper has claimed
that it was a member of his social media team and that they thought Tottenham had won 3-0. Hart has since
issued a message saying: "Morning guys, I feel like I need to make an apology on behalf of my social media
team. It has just been bought to my attention. Someone thought that we'd won 3-0 last night, as sloppy as it
sounds it is the truth. That is unacceptable, I'm sure it has annoyed a lot of people and I'm sorry it has come to
that, but it hasn't come from me. I've got nothing but love for the club and support for the team. I'm just as
down as the rest of the boys."
https://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/football/news/joe-hart-apology-tottenham-loss-23759841 (20.12.2021)

Mirror 9
16.06.2021

Gabby Logan apologises for the BBC's coverage of Wales vs Turkey
BBC presenter Gabby Logan apologised to viewers during half-time of the broadcaster's coverage of Wales vs
Turkey after technical issues blighted the first period of the Euros game. Supporters of the Wales were left
hugely frustrated in the first half when the camera feed was interrupted by glitching on a number of occasions,
with the screen going blank and the audio being out of sync with the action. Commentator Steve Wilson said
sorry to viewers at one stage, and at the start of the half-time break Logan did the same, adding: "Wherever
you're from I think you'd agree it was a great half of football, but we have to apologise. Of course, Steve
explained these pictures come from Uefa’s headquarters. They control the feeds. Obviously there was some
technical issues going on in that.”
https://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/football/news/gabby-logan-apologises-bbcs-coverage-24335275 (20.12.2021)

Ausrede (vorherige Kritik unklar)
Titel & Datum

Zusammenfassung + Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe
(Anzahl)

Schlagworte

Mirror 10
29.11.2021

Snooker legend Mark Williams apologises for falling asleep during UK
Championship clash

apolog* (3)
embarrassing (2)
blamed on (1)

Sport

Snooker legend Mark Williams has issued a grovelling apology after embarrassingly falling asleep
during a match at the UK Championship. Williams, 46, was 3-2 up when he took the impromptu
snooze and blamed his tiredness on the after-effects of Covid-19. Williams tweeted: "I would like to
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apologise to anyone watching tonight, in 30 years as a pro I have never ever fallen asleep in my
chair before. It was nothing to do with Anthony, I just don’t feel well from Covid. Bit embarrassing
and not professional. Hopefully no-one noticed too much, fingers crossed cameras didn’t realise."
https://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/other-sports/snooker/mark-williams-uk-championship-snooker25569842 (20.12.2021)

(Ausrede aufgrund des Kontextes nicht eindeutig, aber) Reaktion auf Fremdkritik
Titel & Datum

Zusammenfassung + Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe
(Anzahl)

Telegraph 4
06.11.2021

Royal Court theatre changes billionaire character’s Jewish name after antiSemitism accusations

apologise / apologise
unreservedly (3)
deeply sorry (1)
The Royal Court Theatre has changed the Jewish name of a billionaire character with malign
[accuse of /
intentions in a new play after being accused of "unconscious bias" and anti-Semitism. The London
acknowledge as an
theatre apologised and changed the name of Hershel Fink, a character in Rare Earth Mettle, to Henry
example of]
Finn. "The Royal Court Theatre apologises unreservedly for this situation," a statement said. "We
acknowledge that this is an example of unconscious bias and we will reflect deeply on how this has unconscious bias (4)
happened in the coming days. "For clarification, the character is not Jewish and there is no reference insulting (1)

Schlagworte
Kultur
Antisemitismus

to being Jewish in the play. We and the writer are deeply sorry for harm caused. In response to our
learning, the writer has changed the name."
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/11/06/royal-court-theatre-changes-billionaire-charactersjewish-name (07.12.2021)

The Times 2
2.11.2021

Yorkshire facing ‘racism’ backlash as ECB issues apology to Azeem Rafiq
The England and Wales Cricket Board last night apologised to Azeem Rafiq for the ordeal he has
endured since complaining of racist treatment by Yorkshire. The apology was issued after leading
government figures demanded that “heads should roll” at the county over the affair.
Rafiq, the former England Under-19 captain who had two spells at Yorkshire, from 2008 to 2014
and from 2016 to 2018, first gave evidence to the county in 2018 of what he said was racist and
bullying behaviour by team-mates. When the county finally appointed a panel to investigate Rafiq’s
claims, it refused to make the resulting report public.

apologised (2)
apology (2)
complaints (1)

Sport
Rassismus

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/yorkshire-cricket-chairman-to-be-grilled-by-mps-over-azeemrafiq-racism-allegations-djfw5nq0t (18.11.2021)
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The Times 7
25.10.2021

Radio host apologises to Tilly Ramsay for ‘chubby’ jibe
Steve Allen, the LBC radio host, has sent a private apology to Tilly Ramsay, a Strictly Come
Dancing contestant, after describing her as a “chubby little thing” live on air.
Allen, 67, was criticised after saying on air that he was “bored” with the 19-year-old student’s
performances on the BBC show and that her physical appearance was probably to do with “her
dad’s cooking”.

apolog (3)
criticesed (1)

Prominenz

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/radio-host-apologises-to-tilly-ramsay-for-chubby-jibe-lvjf3lw5k
(17.12.2021)

The Times 10
10.09.2021

Minister apologises for police failings that contributed to crash death
Scotland’s justice secretary has apologised for serious police failures that contributed to a woman’s
death after a car crash on the M9.
Keith Brown told the families of Lamara Bell and John Yuill that he was “deeply sorry” for what
happened in 2015, when a police control room failed to respond to a telephone call for three days.
On Tuesday Police Scotland was fined £100,000 after admitting failings which “materially
contributed” to the death of one of the victims.

apolog (2)
deeply sorry (1)

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/minister-apologises-for-police-failings-that-contributed-to-crashdeath-wwd2pfsfj (17.12.2021)

Guardian 10
29.07.2021

Wayne Rooney apologises to family and Derby over online images
Football manager Wayne Rooney has apologised to his family and Derby County Football Club
after images emerged on Sunday appearing to show the former England striker asleep in a hotel
room surrounded by a group of young women. “I made a mistake,” the Derby manager Rooney told
Sky Sports after the Championship club’s friendly against Real Betis on Wednesday. “I went to a
private party with two of my friends and from me, I’d like to apologise to my family and the club for
the images which were going round and I want to move forward on this.”

apolog* (3)

Prominenz
Skandal

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2021/jul/29/wayne-rooney-apologises-to-family-and-derbyover-online-images (16.12.2021)
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Reaktion auf Kritik + keine Ausrede
Titel & Datum

Zusammenfassung + Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe
(Anzahl)

Telegraph 1
21.04.2021

Joel Glazer and John W Henry fear sanctions over European Super League
despite grovelling apology

Schlagworte

(grovelling, sincerely) Sport
apologies/apology
Management
(17)
Joel Glazer and John W Henry were forced into grovelling apologies on Wednesday as they and
blame (1)
English football’s other Super League plotters faced being hit with a triple-whammy of punishments sorry (4)
for causing the game’s worst civil war.
responsible (1)
responsibility (1)
„As always, when we make choices and decisions, we do so with the best interests of the club in
apologetic (1)
mind and we believed that being part of such an initiative could give us a voice that might be
imperative to our future ability to succeed and grow. […] We made a mistake and we sincerely
forgive (1)
apologise to our fans for the disappointment, frustration and anguish caused by the last 72 hours.“
„apologise unreservedly“
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2021/04/21/european-super-league-news-teams-clubswithdraw-collapse-live/ (24.05.2021)

Telegraph 2
24.05.2021

School faces criticism after head describes Palestinian flag as a 'call to arms'
Mike Roper has apologised and said external speakers with 'specialist knowledge' would be invited
in to give a lecture

apology (1)
(deeply) sorry (1)

Poltik
Schule
Krieg der
Kulturen

sorry (1)
apologise (3)
admit (1)
unacceptable
response / level of
service (3)
distress (2)
+

Polizei
Dienstvergehen
Diskriminierung

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/05/24/school-faces-criticism-head-describes-palestinianflag-call/?li_source=LI&li_medium=liftigniter-rhr (25.05.2021)

Telegraph 6
25.10.2021

Met Police to apologise for failings over sisters murdered in London park
In June 2020, sisters Nicole Smallman and Bibaa Henry were murdered in a north London park as
they celebrated Ms Henry’s birthday. Their family and friends made contact with the Met Police the
following day to report them missing, but relatives felt that officers were dismissive of their concerns
and did not take the report seriously. A year later the Independent Office for Police Conduct, which
launched a probe into the Met’s handling of the case, concluded that the level of service provided to
the family was "unacceptable". Dame Cressida Dick, the Met Commissioner, accepted the findings
of the IOPC investigation and admitted her force’s response "was below the standard we should have
achieved and compounded the distress felt by their loved ones". She said: "I am very sorry that the
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level of service we provided fell short. We have contacted the family to ask if they will allow me or,
if they prefer, another senior officer to visit them at a time that is right to apologise in person."

[take full]
responsibility (1)
accuse of racially
However, the mother of two murdered sisters dismissed the apology as too late, saying that the Met’s
profiling (2)
actions suggested signs of “racial profiling, misogyny or classism” and Dame Cressida’s “job was
dismiss an apology (2)
essentially to protect the brand”. “‘Sorry’ is something you say when you comprehend the wrong
you do and take full responsibility for it, demonstrating that by taking appropriate proportionate
inappropriate
action – which to our minds is not going to happen,” Ms Smallman said in the wake of the IOPC’s
assertions (1)
findings. “The investigation was not handled appropriately. The apology should have been done face
erroneous assumptions
to face and not nearly 10 months later.” “‘Sorry’ just won’t cut it. It’s too hollow.”
(1)
unprofessional
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/10/25/met-police-apologise-family-sisters-murderedlondon-park-failings + https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/10/26/met-polices-racial-profilingcomments (1)
played-part-murdered-sisters-investigation (07.12.2021)

Telegraph 8
18.06.2021

Archbishop of Canterbury apologises over bishop’s ‘never trust a Tory’
comment
The Archbishop of Canterbury has admitted his "deep embarrassment" for the "absolutely
unacceptable" behaviour of a bishop who told her congregants to "never trust a Tory". In a letter to
the Government, the Most Rev Justin Welby said he was "truly sorry" for the behaviour of Dr Joanna
Penberthy, the Bishop of St David’s. He said it was "intolerable" to "be trolled in this way". Her
comments were also condemned by the senior bishop in Wales, who expressed regret for the "hurt it
caused". Dr Penberthy had posted on the social media platform in March "never, never, never trust a
Tory" in response to another Twitter user who had alleged that the Conservatives were planning to
abolish the Welsh Parliament or Senedd. The posting came to wider public attention earlier this
month, prompting the bishop to delete her account and issue an apology, admitting that it was not the
policy of the Conservative Party to close down the Senedd.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/06/18/archbishop-canterbury-embarrassed-bishop-saidnever-trust-tory (07.12.2021)

The Times 4
18.11.2021

Azeem Rafiq apologises for antisemitic messages

apolog* (6)
Kirche
truly sorry (2)
Politik
deep embarrassment /
deeply embarrassed
(2)
absolutely
unacceptable (2)
intolerable (2)
to be trolled (2)
condemn (1)
[express] regret (2)
admit (2)
disgracefully divisive
(1)
sympathetic (1)

apologise (2)
no ecxuse (1)
Former cricketer who has exposed racism at the heart of the sport used racial slurs.
ashamed (1)
“I was sent an image of this exchange from early 2011 today. I have gone back to check my account
sincerely sorry (1)
and it is me. I have absolutely no excuses. I am ashamed of this exchange and have now deleted it so

Sport
Rassismus

as not to cause further offence. I was 19 at the time and I hope and believe I am a different person
today. I am incredibly angry at myself and I apologise to the Jewish community and everyone who is
Selbstkritik – Vereinigtes Königreich
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rightly offended.”
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/azeem-rafiq-apologises-for-antisemitic-text-messages-87snclgr5
(16.12.2021)

The Times 6
13.11.2021

Glasgow university apologises in antisemitism row
Glasgow University has withdrawn an allegation that an article was antisemitic after it was accused
of undermining academic freedom.
Management at the university apologised for a peer-reviewed paper from 2017 that examined
methods used by Israel to form public opinion and gain support from the UK government.

apologise (2)
condemn (1)

Redefreiheit
Universität
Antisemitismus

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/glasgow-university-apologises-in-antisemitism-row-wzxrltlkp
(16.12.2021)

The Times 9
13.09.2021

Green councillor apologises for ‘character assassination’ of O’Dea

apolog (2)
criticised (1)
Willie O’Dea has received a formal apology from a Green Party councillor who called him a “racist object (1)
bollix”.
„expect a full
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/green-councillor-apologises-for-character-assassination-of-odea- apology“ (1)

Politik
Rassismus

rplrbf2bt (17.12.2021)

Independent 1
10.01.2021

‘There’s no excuse’: Justin Thomas apologises for using homophobic slur on
course
Thomas missed a five-foot putt after which he uttered the slur which was picked up by a TV
microphone.

no excuse (1)
(deeply) apologis (3)
extremely
embarrassed (1)
inexcusable (1)

Sport
Homophobie

apologise (1)
no excuse (1)

Sport
Leistung

https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/golf/justin-thomas-sentry-tournament-championsb1785029.html (21.12.2021)

Independent 2
24.11.2020

Nicolas Pepe apologises to Arsenal fans and says he has ‘no excuses’ for red
card after headbutt
Pepe apologises to ‘fans, teammates, my coach and everyone else at the club’ after earning threematch ban. „I let my team down at a crucial time of the game and there are no excuses for my
behaviour,“ Pep said on Instagram.
https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/premier-league/arsenal/nicolas-pepe-apology-leedsred-card-headbutt-b1760807.html (21.12.2021)
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Independent 4
03.05.2018

'I should have never posted the video,' the YouTube star says

apolog (3)
Internet
accuse (1)
YouTube
In the video, Mr Paul and his friends visit a Japanese forest famous for the number of suicides that
sorry (1)
Pietät
occur within its bounds. The group appears to accidentally stumble upon the body of a man who has
ashamed
myself
killed himself, his body still hanging from the tree.
disappointed in myself
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/logan-paul-youtube-apology-video- (1)
dead-body-japan-woods-what-happened-latest-a8138941.html (21.12.2021)
outrage (1)

Independent 10 Oliver Proudlock apologises for ‘insensitive’ Holocaust Instagram post: ‘I am
19.08.2021
mortified by my actions’

apolog* (3)
Prominenz
(>”massive apology”) Holocaust
[truly] sorry (2)
Reality TV star Oliver Proudlock has apologised for making a reference to Nazi drama on Instagram. to come under fire (1)
He came under fire after sharing a picture of himself wearing pyjamas to his Instagram Story, which
criticise (1)
he captioned: “Tha boy in the striped pyjamas.” After Twitter users criticised the post, Proudlock
[to be] mortified [by
returned to social media writing: “I have a massive apology to make regarding a caption in one of
my stories yesterday. I have hurt a lot of people with my badly chosen words and I am so, so sorry. It sth.] (3)
was incredibly ignorant. I always want to set a good example on social media – to spread love,
ignorant (1)
equality and positivity and yesterday I really let myself, and all of you down. I am truly sorry and
to let sb. down (1)
mortified by my actions.”

https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/oliver-proudlock-instagram-apologystriped-pyjamas-b1905203.html (04.01.2022)

Guardian 3
09.12.2021

Scottish health board apologises over late diagnosis of deaf children
A Scottish health board has apologised for “horrendous” failings after an independent review found
that deaf children missed out on vital cochlear implant surgery because of mistakes and delays in
diagnosis. An independent investigation of NHS Lothian’s paediatric audiology service uncovered
“significant failures” over a nine-year period in 14% of cases after sampling more than 1,000 patient
records, in particular amongs the under fives. Scotland’s health secretary, Humza Yousaf, called on
the health board to enact the report’s recommendations “as a matter of urgency” and apologised
directly to the families involved. “I am deeply disappointed at the unacceptable failures this report
has highlighted, and I have already made my views unequivocally clear to NHS Lothian,” he said.
“The service provided to children affected and their families was simply not good enough.” Tracey
Gillies, medical director at NHS Lothian, said: “We are very sorry and saddened to learn that there
are some children whose conditions were not diagnosed correctly, or as early as possible, as a result
of testing that was not up to standard. We have already written to the most severely affected families
individually to offer support and a face-to-face meeting to discuss their child’s condition. We have
also arranged appointments for those children whom the review recommends should be tested

apolog* (4)
sorry (1)

Fürsorgepflicht
Medizin
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again.”
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/dec/09/scottish-health-board-apologises-over-latediagnosis-of-deaf-children (10.12.2021)

Guardian 4
05.11.2021

British Transport Police apologise to UK black community for corrupt exofficer

apolog* (9)
sincerely sorry (1)
regret (1)
The British Transport Police has apologised to the British black community for the trauma caused by
inexcusable (1)
the actions of a former officer involved in at least two serious miscarriages of justice involving
young black people. In a letter sent to black civil rights activists, Lucy D’Orsi, the force’s chief
appalled (1)
constable, insisted the actions of DS Derek Ridgewell, who played a key role in the convictions of
the Stockwell Six and the Oval Four, did “not define the BTP of today”. The Oval Four were a group harassment (1)
of young black men who were framed by Ridgewell and accused of carrying out muggings on the
trauma (1)

Polizeigewalt
Rassismus

underground in London. It took nearly 50 years for all four men to have their convictions squashed.
“On behalf of the British Transport Police (BTP), I am sincerely sorry for the trauma suffered by the
British African community through the criminal actions of former police officer DS Derek
Ridgewell, who worked in BTP during the 1960s and 70s,” D’Orsi wrote. “In particular, it is of
regret that we did not act sooner to end his criminalisation of British Africans, which led to the
conviction of innocent people. This is simply inexcusable and is something that my colleagues and I
are appalled by.” The apology was welcomed by Winston Trew, one of the Oval Four who was
wrongfully convicted in 1972 for attempted theft and assaulting police.
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/nov/05/british-transport-police-apologise-to-uk-blackcommunity-for-corrupt-ex-officer-derek-ridgwell-stockwell-six-oval-four (10.12.2021)

Guardian 5
11.12.2021

John Lewis removes ‘Lollita’ child’s party dress from sale after criticism
John Lewis Store has pulled a child’s party dress named “Lollita” from its shelves after receiving
criticism for stocking it. The Chi Chi London “Lollita” dress was on sale for children aged three to
11 years old on the retailer’s website for £50. A spokeswoman from John Lewis said: “We removed
this product from sale as soon as it was brought to our attention and we apologise for the upset
caused.”

criticism (2)
apolog* (2)

Missbrauch
Kinderrechte
Werbung

(sincere) apolog* (8)
protest (1)
offence (1)

Diskriminierung
Islamophobie
Schule

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/dec/11/john-lewis-removes-lollita-childs-party-dressfrom-sale-after-backlash (14.12.2021)

Guardian 6
25.03.2021

Teacher suspended over use of Charlie Hebdo cartoons
The headteacher of a school in West Yorkshire has apologised to parents after a teacher displayed
satirical cartoons depicting the prophet Muhammad. The teacher has been suspended pending a
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formal investigation. Gary Kibble, the head of Batley grammar school, apologised to parents for the
inappropriate use of the cartoons, taken from the French satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo, during a
religious studies lesson this week which sparked a protest outside the school on Thursday morning.
“Upon investigation, it was clear that the resource used in the lesson was completely inappropriate
and had the capacity to cause great offence to members of our school community for which we
would like to offer a sincere and full apology,” Kibble said in an email sent to parents that promised
further investigation.

condemned (1)

https://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/mar/25/batley-head-apologises-for-teacher-usingcharlie-hebdo-cartoons (14.12.2021)

Guardian 7
26.02.2021

Grenfell Tower council apologises for putting profits before people in borough apolog* (4)
sorry (2)
The flagship Conservative council that owned Grenfell Tower has said sorry for putting profits
wrongdoing (2)
before people in a series of deals, struck before the 2017 fire, that leased out public property for
commercial gain. “Before 2017 the council did not find the right balance between financial benefits,
and social benefits,” Elizabeth Campbell, the leader of the Royal Borough of Kensington and
Chelsea (RBKC), said. “Too often the council put the narrow goal of generating commercial income
above the broader aim of delivering benefits to our wider community. We fell below the bar on
consultation, transparency, scrutiny, and policy. We cannot say hand on heart that residents were
involved every step of the way, or that the council put their interests first and foremost, and for that
we apologise.” Campbell’s apology came as the council released an independent report into the
transactions that found shortcomings with scrutiny of decisions but concluded there had been no
wrongdoing. Campbell said “no wrongdoing does not mean you were doing everything right”. She
said there was is a “depth of feeling and mistrust that still exists between the council and parts of our
communities”. Ed Daffarn, a Grenfell survivor who questioned several of the property deals before
the fire, said: “It is high time that RBKC started taking ownership of its past misdemeanours as there
can be no recovery for the Grenfell community without truth.”

Politik
Fürsorgepflicht
Gewinnsucht

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/feb/26/grenfell-tower-council-apologises-forprioritising-profits-in-borough (14.12.2021)

Guardian 9
04.07.2021

Essex University makes further apology in trans rights row
A university has apologised to transgender and non-binary staff and students over a review that
suggested it had unlawfully no-platformed two female academics whom some had accused of
transphobia. The vice-chancellor of Essex University has written to staff and students to say sorry for
the timing of the highly critical report, which was released shortly before exams and Pride month,
and for the stress under which it had placed staff and students. The report said the university’s policy
on supporting trans and non-binary staff was based on a misinterpretation of the law and that some
members of the institution believed “gender-critical academics can legitimately be excluded”. It was

apolog* (5)
sorry (2)
concerned (1)

Transphobie
Universität
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commissioned after two gender-critical academics had speaking engagements cancelled amid claims
they were spreading transphobic views and engaging in hate speech that would cause harassment to
students.
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/jul/04/essex-university-makes-further-apology-intrans-rights-row (16.12.2021)

Mirror 6
27.12.2021

Police formally apologise to family of ex-footballer Dalian Atkinson over his
death
Former Aston Villa, Sheffield Wednesday and Ipswich Town star Dalian Atkinson died after PC
Benjamin Monk used excessive force on him during an arrest in Telford, Shropshire. The family of
ex-footballer Dalian Atkinson have received an apology from the head of the force, Pippa Mills,
following his death at the hands of an officer.
In the document, she wrote that due to the European Convention on Human Rights, there was an
"obligation" for her to write to them on behalf of the force to "acknowledge and accept" that his
human rights were breached in this case. "Ben Monk's conduct was in direct contradiction to the
standards and behaviour of the policing service, and understandably undermined public confidence."
She added: "I am deeply sorry for the devastating impact the actions of a West Mercia officer has
caused you and I extend my deepest condolences to you all, and Dalian's wider family and friends."

apolog* (4)
acknowledge and
accept (1)
deeply sorry (1)
deepest condolences
(1)
accountability (1)

Polizeigewalt
Rassismus

apolog* (11)
outrage (3)
offence (1)

Politik
TV

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/police-formally-apologise-family-ex25791465 (02.01.2022)
Mirror 8
19.03.2021

Naga Munchetty apologises for liking tweets over minister Union Flag row on
Breakfast
BBC Breakfast star Naga Munchetty has apologised for "liking" tweets about an incident involving
Robert Jenrick's Union Flag yesterday. The presenter gave her apology to her Twitter following for
pressing the like button on "offensive" posts which sparked outrage on social media. She wrote: "I
'liked' tweets today that were offensive in nature about the use of the British flag as a backdrop in a
government interview this morning. I have since removed these 'likes'. This do not represent the
views of me or the BBC. I apologise for any offence taken. Naga." However, not everyone agreed
that Naga should apologise as some fans jumped to her defence on social media.
https://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/bbc-breakfasts-naga-munchetty-apologises-23757463
+
https://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/charlie-stayt-leaves-naga-muchetty-23754841
(20.12.2021)
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Kritik unklar + keine Ausrede
Titel & Datum

Zusammenfassung + Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe
(Anzahl)

Telegraph 5
01.11.2021

Archbishop of Canterbury says sorry after comparing climate inaction to
ignoring the Nazis

[unequivocally]
apologise / issue a
public apology (3)
The Archbishop of Canterbury has apologised after suggesting world leaders who failed to act on
sorry [for the offence]
climate change were like those who ignored warnings about the Nazis in the 1930s. On Monday, the
(2)
Archbishop told the BBC that world leaders "will be cursed if they don't get this right". The

Schlagworte
Kirche
Klimadebatte
Nationalsozialis
mus

Archbishop later issued a public apology on his Twitter feed, writing: "I unequivocally apologise for
the words I used when trying to emphasise the gravity of the situation facing us at Cop26. "It's never
right to make comparisons with the atrocities brought by the Nazis, and I'm sorry for the offence
caused to Jews by these words."
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2021/11/01/archbishop-canterbury-says-sorry-comparingclimate-inaction (07.12.2021)

Mirror 1
24.11.2021

Gary Lineker apologised to James Milner after being wrong about Liverpool
star

apolog* (5)
criticising (1)
misjudgement (1)
Match of the Day presenter Gary Lineker apologised personally to Liverpool star James Milner after regret (1)
he questioned his importance. Despite the Milner’s long and successful career, his skillset was not as wrong (1)

Sport

obvious to Lineker as it was to Reds boss Klopp. Indeed, the presenter took to his social media on
several occasions to question Milner’s importance at Anfield and why he was so well loved by his
various managers. Back in March 2016, Lineker tweeted, “His managers seem to love James Milner.
Clearly he can play anywhere across midfield, but remain unconvinced personally.” Lineker’s
querying of Milner’s talents continued and later than year, as England were preparing for Euro 2016,
he once again questioned his prominence. Lineker has since come round to accept his misjudgement
of the player and has even gone on to express his regret directly to Milner. Lineker said: “I actually
apologised to him on air. A few years ago I tweeted something. He always played in different
positions and I did a tweet along the lines of ‘I don’t really know what James Milner is’. I was
wrong, because actually what he is is an unbelievably brilliant professional who will play anywhere
for you. I apologised and he took it with great spirit.“
https://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/football/news/liverpool-james-milner-gary-lineker-25531586
(20.12.2021)
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weder Kritik von außen, noch Ausrede
Titel & Datum

Zusammenfassung + Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe
(Anzahl)

Schlagworte

Mirror 5
07.01.2021

Lorraine Kelly apologises to Eddie Izzard for misgendering her during
interview

apolog* (5)

Gender
Diskriminierun
g

apolog* (4)
say sorry (1)

Alkoholmissbra
uch

Television presenter Lorraine Kelly has apologised to comedian Eddie Izzard for misgendering her
during an interview on Thursday's show. Lorraine said: "Just before Christmas you were in the news
wanting to be known as 'she' now, and so can I apologise to you if I get that wrong. Because we are
still kind of just going along with it." Eddie accepted Lorraine's apology graciously and said she
does not generally mind too much, but prefers she/her pronouns when she is presenting as a woman,
as she was on the show.
https://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/lorraine-kelly-apologises-eddie-izzard-23276315 (20.12.2021)

Mirror 7
01.09.2021

Michelle Heaton breaks down on Lorraine after confessing to past backstage
boozing
Former Liberty X singer Michelle Heaton broke down apologising to Lorraine Kelly for drinking
before appearing on the daytime show in the past. Speaking on Lorraine, Heaton discussed her battle
with alcohol addiction and the impact that it has had on her family. However, in her own live chat
with Lorraine herself, a tearful Heaton apologised to the presenter for her past drinking too,
admitting that she used to drink before coming on the show previously. “Just off the back of that, I
wanted to apologise to you before we begin. Because there were times where I drank before i sat on
this sofa and you trusted me and I did campaigns for you and I love you so much because you’ve
always been there to support me and i just wanted to say sorry." Lorraine said: „Don’t be daft, you
don’t have to apologise to me or to anybody else.“
https://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/michelle-heaton-tearfully-apologises-lorraine-24883264
(20.12.2021)
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Fremdkritik – Vereinigtes Königreich
Ausrede & Gegenkritik
Titel & Datum Zusammenfassung & Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe &
Anzahl

Schlagworte

Telegraph 4
29.05.2021

accusations (3)
allegations (8)

sexuelle
Belästigung
Medien

accused (1)
complained (3)
apologis(ed) (2)
complaint (2)

Transphobie
Theater

accus (1)

Aufklärung
Gender

Award-winning After Life producer suspended from Netflix and Bafta after sexual
misconduct accusations
The organisations removed Mr Hanson from the production after it was contacted by a number of women making a
series of historical allegations about his behaviour.
In a statement Mr Hanson “categorically” rejected any wrongdoing and said the claims were “demonstrably false”.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/05/29/award-winning-life-producer-suspended-netflix-bafta-sexualmisconductaccusations/ (30.05.2021)

Times 5
3.12.2021

Rosie Kay: I resigned from my own dance company after I was accused of transphobia
The board of trustees wrote to the Arts Council and the Charity Commission telling them that Kay was under
investigation for transphobia. It hired a lawyer and demanded that Kay be investigated by an external HR
consultant. “But I refuse to submit to an investigation which does not acknowledge my gender-critical beliefs are
protected under law.”
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/rosie-kay-i-resigned-from-my-own-dance-company-after-i-was-accused-oftransphobia-gg2xczchn (12.12.2021)

Times 9
14.12.2021

Welsh government accused of erasing biological sex from school curriculum
The Welsh government has been accused of attempting to erase biological sex from the education curriculum after
publishing draft guidance that makes no mention of the terms male or female.
The Relationships and Sexuality Education Code, which also did not explicitly reference “boys” or “girls”, is due to
be debated for 30 minutes in the Senedd today, before becoming mandatory teaching for children aged three to six.
“This is not fact-based biologically accurate sex education, but indoctrination of children in gender identity
ideology,” said Stephanie Davies-Arai of the Transgender Trend campaign group.
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/welsh-government-accused-of-erasing-biological-sex-from-school-curriculum52b6lcp8t (16.12.2021)

Independent 5 Gordon Taylor responds to Chris Sutton’s ‘blood on hands’ accusation over sport’s link to accus (3)
24.03.2021
dementia
Rejected the
accusation (1)
The former Blackburn and Celtic striker accused Taylor and the PFA of “turning their backs on a massive issue”.

Sport
Fürsorgepflich
t

https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/news/gordon-taylor-chris-sutton-dementia-pfa-b1821646.html
(05.01.2022)

Guardian 3
07.08.2020

Jeremy Corbyn accuses Labour officials of sabotaging election campaign

accus* (3)
claim* (3)
The former Leader of the Labour Party Jeremy Corbyn and his team have openly accused disgruntled Labour
oppose (1)
officials of potentially costing the party the chance of victory by sabotaging the 2017 election campaign in a
fury (1)
factional dispute. The former opposition leader and his team said there was overwhelming evidence of sabotage
from certain staffers in Labour headquarters. The officials, who are not named, were uncooperative and refused to blame (1)
condemn (1)
allocate resources to winnable target seats, the submission said. The narrative is vehemently opposed by the
officials concerned, one of whom called it “a mythical ‘stab in the back’ conspiracy theory to absolve themselves”, allegations (1)

Politik
Wahlen
Betrug

adding that all spending was legitimate, declared and accounted for.

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/aug/07/jeremy-corbyn-accuses-labour-officials-of-sabotaging-electioncampaign (06.12.2021)

Guardian 4
16.11.2021

Stanley Johnson accused of inappropriately touching Tory MP

accus* (2)
harassment (1)
The prime minister’s father, Stanley Johnson, was accused of inappropriately touching a former cabinet minister
claims (3)
and a senior political journalist. Caroline Nokes, who chairs the women and equalities committee, said Johnson had
allegations (2)
smacked her hard on the bottom in 2003, while he was in the running to be MP for Teignbridge in Devon. Ailbhe
offensive (1)
Rea, political correspondent for the New Statesman, said she was grateful to Nokes for speaking out and said
duty (2)
Johnson had “groped me at a party at Conservative conference in 2019”. Johnson told Sky News he had “no

Politik
sexuelle
Belästigung

recollection of Caroline Nokes at all” when approached by the broadcaster.
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2021/nov/16/stanley-johnson-accused-of-inappropriately-touching-tory-mp
(10.12.2021)
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Guardian 6
11.10.2021

Labour to accuse five ex-staff members of leaking antisemitism report

claim* (6)
accus* (3)
Ex-staff including Seumas Milne and Karie Murphy say they will ‘vigorously defend themselves’ in legal
responsibility (1)
proceedings. Labour is set to accuse five former party staff, including Seumas Milne and Karie Murphy, of leaking
blame (1)
a controversial internal report on antisemitism, prompting them to hire lawyers to defend themselves against the

Politik
Antisemtismus

claims.

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2021/oct/11/labour-to-accuse-five-ex-staff-members-ofleaking-antisemitism-report (03.01.2021)
Guardian 7
26.09.2021

Javid accuses Starmer of denying ‘scientific fact’ in trans rights row
The Labour leader, Sir Keir Starmer, called for laws to go further to protect trans rights after he was asked about
one of his MPs, Rosie Duffield, who said “only women have a cervix”. He declined to call her remarks transphobic
but asked about them on The Andrew Marr Show on BBC One, he said: “It is something that shouldn’t be said. It is
not right.” In response, the health secretary, Sajid Javid, accused Starmer of a “total denial of scientific facts”,
adding: “And he wants to run the NHS”. He drew criticism from trans rights activists and allies, with many pointing
out the NHS advice that trans and non-binary people with cervixes should make sure they get smear tests.

accus* (2)
criticism (1)

Politik
Transphobie

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/sep/26/javid-accuses-starmer-of-denying-scientific-fact-in-transrights-row (16.12.2021)

Guardian 9
04.12.2021

Call for Tory peer Michelle Mone to resign as accuser speaks out in alleged racism row

complaint (7)
accus* (3)
The Conservative peer Michelle Mone is accused of sending allegedly racist messages to a man of Indian heritage denied (2)
during a disagreement following a fatal yacht crash off Monaco in May 2019. In the weeks after the crash, in which
justification (1)
a crew member was killed, Mone accused a career banker and financial consultant Richard Lynton-Jones and his

Politik
Rassismus

partner of partying soon after the accident and showing disrespect. Mone cast doubt on whether Lynton-Jones’s
partner had really suffered serious trauma due to the accident, and described her as “a mental loony”. She also told
Lynton-Jones, he was “a waste of a man’s white skin”. Lynton-Jones told the Guardian that Mone’s WhatsApp
message had caused him severe distress, motivating him to make the complaint to the House of Lords
commissioner for standards. A representative of the Tory peer said: “Baroness Mone is 100% not a racist. Baroness
Mone and her husband have built over 15 schools in Africa in the past three years.” Her lawyers said their client
believed at the time that Lynton-Jones had “no trace whatsoever of non-white colouring or any features” that would
suggest he was not “100% white and British”. In an Instagram post Mone claimed that Lynton-Jones had displayed
“white privilege”. “Since when did calling out a man on his actions after a manslaughter and his entitled white
Fremdkritik – Vereinigtes Königreich
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privilege constitute racism?” she posted.
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2021/dec/04/call-for-tory-peer-michelle-mone-to-resign-as-accuser-speaksout-in-alleged-racism-row (16.12.2021)

Guardian 10
07.10.2021

University defends ‘academic freedoms’ after calls to sack professor
An anonymous group was campaigning to remove Kathleen Stock, a professor of philosophy at the University of
Sussex, from her job amid accusations of transphobia. Stock had previously said she is “at odds” with a large
section of academics. She had said she believes gender identity is not more important than facts about biological
sex “particularly when it comes to law and policy”. In January, hundreds of academics criticised the decision to
give Stock an OBE for services to higher education in the New Year honours list. In an open letter, they condemned
academics who use their status to “further gender oppression” and said they denounced “transphobia in all its
forms”. The letter said: “Trans people are already deeply marginalised in society, facing well-documented
discrimination, ranging from government policy to physical violence. Discourse like that Stock is producing and
amplifying contributes to these harms, serving to restrict trans people’s access to life-saving medical treatments,
encourage the harassment of gender-non-conforming people, and otherwise reinforce the patriarchal status quo. We
are dismayed that the British government has chosen to honour her for this harmful rhetoric.” Three weeks after a
protest by some students at the university’s Brighton campus, which included posters and graffiti calling for her
dismissal, Stock has announced her resignation from the University of Sussex.

defend (1)
accusations (1)
harassment (1)
criticised (1)
condemned (1)

Transphobie
Universität

accus* (4)
slam* (2)
defensive (1)
furious (1)

Kindesvernach
lässigung

claim* (5)
accus* (1)

Polizei
Prominenz

https://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/oct/07/university-defends-academic-freedoms-after-calls-to-sackprofessor
+
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/oct/28/sussex-professor-kathleen-stock-resigns-after-transgender-rightsrow (16.12.2021)

Mirror 1
09.02.2021

Dad accuses wife of bad parenting after watching her on baby monitor
A dad has been slammed after he watched his wife on a baby monitor and accused her of poor parenting "when she
thought nobody could see". The man posted on social media to say he had watched footage on his phone while he
was out of the house and saw "something really concerning" - but other parents quickly put him in his place and
warned him of how harmful his comments could be.
https://www.mirror.co.uk/lifestyle/dad-accuses-wife-bad-parenting-23471644 (17.12.2021)

Mirror 4
10.05.2021

Laurence Fox accuses Met Police of behaving like thugs and making his kids cry
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The former TV star and politician Laurence Fox has hit out at the Metropolitan Police claiming they have harassed
him at home and made his children cry. Fox claims the boys in blue have stopped at his house more than once, and
warned them to stay away. The Reclaim Party leader claimed on Twitter the Met were acting like “thugs” and he
warned them to stop attending his home - allegedly over reports of parties. The Daily Mail claims that Laurence
found himself being visited by police following alleged complaints about a party. The publication claims the star –
who is now leader of anti-woke political part Reclaim – insisted he only had his father, actor James Fox, round for
dinner.

complain* (3)
harass* (2)
anonymous
snitches (1)

https://www.mirror.co.uk/3am/celebrity-news/laurence-fox-accuses-met-police-24078499 (17.12.2021)

Mirror 5
22.05.2021

Piers Morgan accuses Prince Harry of trashing royals for millions in latest swipe

swipe (2)
accus* (2)
The former Good Morning Britain host Piers Morgan took another swipe at Prince Harry and accused him of
abus* (2)
"trashing" the royal family for millions. Prince Harry sat down with Oprah Winfrey for the Apple TV documentary
claim* (1)
and opened up about his family "neglecting" Meghan Markle’s mental health struggles. He also claimed that they
defence (1)
drove him to "exhaustion" - resulting in him burning out - with their jet-setting work demands. Morgan shared his
outrageously
opinion on Twitter: "Oh FFS. Is there no end to Prince Privacy's victimhood tour? Constantly abusing his family,
knowing they can't respond, is so pathetic & cowardly. Man up, Harry - and shut up."
hypocritical (1)
harassment (1)

Skandal
Prominenz

Boris Johnson's Brexit chief blames Northern Ireland chaos on his predecessors under
Theresa May

Politik
Brexit

https://www.mirror.co.uk/3am/celebrity-news/piers-morgan-accuses-prince-harry-24161806 (17.12.2021)

Mirror 8
09.07.2021

Tory Brexit chief Lord Frost has blamed chaos in Northern Ireland on his predecessors under Theresa May. The
Conservative peer and Brexit minister was grilled in person by assembly members on Stormont's Executive Office
Committee, which is scrutinising issues arising from Brexit, on Friday. Lord Frost argued that the post-Brexit
agreement could have been better negotiated if it were not for the work done by the team of Boris Johnson's
predecessor as prime minister. "I would say that it was the inheritance that we inherited from the previous
Government and from the previous negotiating team that has been a significant part of the difficulty and the reason
the Protocol is shaped as it is is because we had a particular inheritance from the previous team who could not get
their deal, rightly in my view, through Parliament." His opposite number in the Lords, Baroness Jenny Chapman
told the Mirror: “Lord Frost runs a real risk of ‘It wasn’t me’ becoming his theme tune. He needs to stop passing the
buck, and start fixing problems of his and Boris Johnson’s making.”

blame* (2)
claimed (1)
‘It wasn’t me’ (1)
passing the buck
(1)

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/boris-johnsons-brexit-chief-blames-24501653 (17.12.2021)
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Mirror 9
11.11.2021

Parliament accused of encouraging animal suffering over introduction of halal and kosher accuse (1)
meals
dismay (1)
lamentable (1)
Animal welfare groups have reacted with dismay to news that new halal and kosher menus in Parliament include
aggrieved (1)
meat from livestock slaughtered without first being stunned. While much halal meat in Britain comes from animals
shocked (1)
that are stunned before slaughter, a Freedom of Information request by the National Secular Society has revealed
appalled (1)
that the halal meals in Parliament use meat from animals that are not pre-stunned. “The majority of animals
slaughtered for halal meat are stunned first,” said the society’s chief executive Stephen Evans. “It’s lamentable that angry (1)
in accommodating halal dietary preferences, Parliament has chosen to prioritise a hard-line interpretation of Islam
despicable (1)

Politik
Tierwohl
halal / koscher

over animal welfare. The vast majority of the British public want non-stun slaughter to end. They may well feel
aggrieved that their parliament has opted to supply meat from such unnecessarily cruel slaughter methods in its
catering outlets.” Labour MP Charlotte Nichols lobbied for the meals, tweeting that they made Parliament more
accessible. She replied to an invitation to respond to those saying that meat from animals that are not stunned before
slaughtering causes unnecessary suffering by emailing: “There is no such thing as ‘pre-stunned’ Kosher meat,
so this is news only insofar as the Pope being Catholic and bears shitting in the woods is news.”
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/parliament-accused-encouraging-animal-suffering-25430861 (17.12.2021)

Ausrede (Gegenkritik uneindeutig)
Titel & Datum Zusammenfassung & Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe &
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Schlagworte

Telegraph 2
20.5.2021

blame (1)
accuse (3)

Prominenz
Medien
Betrug

accus* (2)
breach; to break
rules / a code (3)
to treat rules with

Politik
Geld

Duke of Cambridge: The BBC fuelled my mother’s paranoia
Diana’s sons say corporation bosses failed the Princess of Wales by covering up Martin Bashir’s ‘deceit’ after
interview.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/05/20/duke-cambridge-bbc-fuelled-mothers-paranoia/ (21.05.2021)

Telegraph 8
07.08.2021

Philip Hammond accused of breaching ministerial code over seeking access for bank
Lord Hammond of Runnymede, the former chancellor, has been accused of breaching the ministerial code after
writing to one of his former senior officials to advocate on behalf of a bank he was paid to advise. Angela Rayner,
Labour’s deputy leader, said: “Philip Hammond has broken the ministerial code, which is very clear about the
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conduct of former ministers. The breach needs to be investigated by the Cabinet Secretary. Hammond has entirely
disregarded the conditions that were made clear to him when he took the job with OakNorth Bank. If the rules are
treated with such derision by the former Chancellor then the whole system is rotten.” A spokesman for Lord
Hammond insisted that no rules were broken because OakNorth were offering their toolkit to the Treasury “free of
charge”. “The email makes very clear that this was not a commercial offer,” the spokesman said. “He did not
engage in any lobbying and acted entirely within the rules.”

derision (1)
to disregard the
conditions (1)

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/08/07/former-chancellor-accused-breaching-ministerial-code (08.12.2021)

Times 2
12.12.2021

Conservationists accuse Bord Bia of ‘greenwashing’

accuse (1)

Umwelt
Politik

accus (1)
urge(d) (1)
extremely
disappointing (1)

Unternehmen
Medikamente

accusation (2)
defend (1)
disagreed (1)

Sport
Fairplay

A leading conservation charity has raised concerns with Bord Bia, the state’s food promotion agency, about its
sustainability programme, which is known as Origin Green.
Earlier this year Tara McCarthy, Bord Bia’s chief executive, said Origin Green had “endorsement” from the World
Wide Fund for Nature (WWF). She was responding to claims that Bord Bia uses the Origin Green programme to
“greenwash” environmentally harmful food production.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/conservationists-accuse-bord-bia-of-greenwashing-vjb3929vl (12.12.2021)

Times 8
30.11.2021

Boots accused of ‘sexist surcharge’ on contraceptive pill
A coalition of Labour MPs led by Diana Johnson has written to Sebastian James, managing director of Boots,
imploring the company to keep the price low “and demonstrate a clear commitment to improving women’s
reproductive health and wellbeing”.
Boots said its prices took into account “the expert clinical advice and consultation that we give with these services”
and were in line with other high street pharmacies.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/boots-accused-of-sexist-surcharge-on-contraceptive-pill-dq2qd2rb9
(12.12.2021)

Independent 2 Mikel Arteta defends Arsenal players after Claudio Ranieri accusation
07.11.2021

Arteta, though, disagreed with Ranieri’s take on the incident and suggested his team are sometimes too honest for
their own good.
“I have to defend my players, my team and my club,” he said. “I would say that we are the most honest team and in
some stages we can even become naive.
“But still if he felt like that towards our club, our team, I have to apologise if that’s the case – but I am sure there is
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no intention to take any advantage.”
https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/mikel-arteta-claudio-ranieri-arsenal-pierreemerick-aubameyangdanny-rose-b1953205.html (21.12.2021)

Times 10
08.01.2022

Accused Edinburgh head teacher ‘had acted appropriately’

accus* (1)
allegation (2)

Schule
sexuelle
Belästigung

criticises (1)
accused (1)
claim (1)

Kirche
Homosexualit
ät

The boss of a former school “super-head” told a tribunal that his employers were satisfied he
had acted appropriately during an investigation into allegations of sexual harassment against one
of his teachers.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/accused-edinburgh-head-teacher-had-acted-appropriatelyft8cvt36t (08.01.2022)
Guardian 1
16.03.2021

Elton John criticises 'hypocritical' Vatican over same-sex stance
Elton John has accused the Vatican of “hypocrisy” over its decision to prohibit the blessing of same-sex unions,
pointing out that the Holy See reportedly indirectly invested in his Rocketman biopic. In a tweet the singer claimed
the Vatican profited from investing what he described as “millions” in Rocketman but yet refuses to bless gay
marriages because “they are sin”. John, who married David Furnish in 2005, hit back after the Vatican said that the
Catholic church cannot bless same-sex unions as God “does not bless sin”.
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2021/mar/16/elton-john-criticises-hypocritical-vatican-over-same-sex-stance
(06.12.2021)

Guardian 2
10.06.2021

Former BrewDog staff accuse craft beer firm of culture of fear

claim (8)
apolog* (3)
BrewDog, the fast-expanding craft beer firm, has apologised to former employees who accused the company and its accus* (2)
co-founder James Watt of fostering a “culture of fear” in which workers were bullied and “treated like objects”.
allege* (2)
According to an internal staff memo seen by the Guardian, BrewDog initially considered hitting back, by rallying
apolog* (2)
current employees to sign a response letter. The memo labelled the claims made by ex-staff about its working
backlash (1)
conditions “demeaning” and warned current employees that the allegations posed a “threat to all of our
livelihoods”. But BrewDog decided against launching a counterpunch, instead issuing a contrite statement
hitting back (1)
acknowledging some of its failings. “As a fast-growing business, we have always tried to do the best by our team
sorry (1)

Geld
Mobbing
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— we do have thousands of employees with positive stories to tell as a result,” Watt said.

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/jun/10/brewdog-staff-craft-beer-firm-letter

criticism (1)
responsibility (1)

(03.01.2022)

Guardian 8
23.06.2021

CEO of Grenfell Tower management blames staff for outdated fire safety plan
The chief executive of the management body of Grenfell Tower has blamed his staff for allowing the block’s fire
safety plan to become 15 years out of date so it failed to account for more than two dozen of the disabled people in
the block. Robert Black, the most senior executive at the Kensington and Chelsea Tenants Management
Organisation (TMO), told the public inquiry into the disaster that the obsolete plan showing no more than 12
vulnerable or disabled people was caused by staff not carrying out managers’ instructions. The tower was in fact
home to 37 disabled people and 15 of them died. “Information should have been updated by staff,” Black told the
inquiry. “The whole thing that I suffered throughout my career working with people is the ability to forget to fill in
the paperwork.” Counsel to the inquiry Richard Millett QC put it to Black: “In reality, as the chief executive you
were ultimately responsible for a failure to keep these documents up to date lower down in your organisation”.
“Pass,” he replied. “It should have been updated. I’m not shying away from that, so that’s my situation.”

blame (2)
claim* (2)
responsible (1)

Fürsorgepflich
t
Politik

accus* (1)
complain* (3)
disgusted (1)

Diskriminieru
ng
Behinderung

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/jun/23/ceo-of-grenfell-tower-landlord-blames-staff-for-outdated-firesafety-plan (16.12.2021)

Mirror 2
21.10.2021

Disabled woman accuses McDonald's of discrimination after order 'rejected'
A disabled woman claims McDonald’s staff discriminated against her when she tried to order a chicken nugget
Happy Meal. Lynne Holman alleges her order at the drive-thru window in Loughborough was rejected and she was
told she'd have to order it inside. But Miss Holman said she was not able to walk into the store to make her order,
because she is disabled. She also said: “I contacted head office over a week ago as this is discrimination against
disabled people as I couldn’t go into the store and was being penalised because of my disabilities. I had to chase
them up several times, and still the manager of Loughborough McDonald’s has not got back to me.” A
spokesperson for McDonald's said: “We are aware of this customer’s complaint and our customer services team is
working with both the customer and the restaurant to find a resolution.”
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/disabled-woman-accuses-mcdonalds-discrimination-25263775
(17.12.2021)

Mirror 10
20.06.2021

Dad accused of cheating over Father's Day card mix-up as furious partner smashes his TV accuse* (2)
rage (1)
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A dad was accused of cheating and saw his TV, phone and laptop smashed up by his partner after card makers
Funky Pigeon mistakenly sent him the wrong Father's Day card. His partner Kerry found the card featuring the
image of a young baby first and says she flew into a rage when she couldn't get a hold of him, smashing up his TV,
laptop and phone. Kerry, 44, says she feels "a bit embarrassed" over her reaction, but saw red when the card
was addressed to 'Pops' which she thought was too much of a coincidence for her partner to have not been the dad.
“I was just full of anger and tears," she said. "There was a mix of everything going on. I have trust issues anyway as
there's been cheating on both sides. <…> None of this is an excuse anyway. It wasn't until I saw the email from
Funky Pigeon that I realised it was a genuine mistake. It was a massive misunderstanding and I'm embarrassed
about how I acted.”

life threatening (1)
grief (1)
(sincerely) apolog*
(3)
anger (1)
firey (1)
[no] excuse (1)
embarrassed (1)

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/dad-accused-cheating-over-fathers-24359531 (17.12.2021)
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Telegraph 3
06.04.2021

blame (1)
despair (1)

Erziehung

Parents to blame for snowflake generation, says social media star and mother of nine
'Yorkshire Shepherdess' Amanda Owen says youngsters lack a work ethic and don't know how to look after
themselves
“If you put your child on a pedestal with no sense of independence, and think you have got to entertain them the
whole time, what can you expect? I rebuff swaddling children, because I want to see them go on and do well and be
themselves, whatever that is. I feel like it is their life and all I do is prepare them."
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/04/06/parents-blame-snowflake-generation-says-social-media-star-mother/
(26.05.2021)

Telegraph 9
12.07.2021

England star accuses Priti Patel of ‘stoking fire’ of racism

accus*(5)
Rassismus
condemnation (2) Sport
An England footballer Tyrone Mings accused the Home Secretary Priti Patel of "stoking the fire" of racism after
guilty of hypocrisy Politik
Three Lions stars were hit with a torrent of social media abuse following their defeat in the Euro 2020 final. In a
(1)
tweet, Tyrone Mings dismissed the Home Secretary's condemnation of "vile" racist messages aimed at England trio
Marcus Rashford, Bukayo Saka and Jadon Sancho after they missed crucial shoot-out penalties in the loss to Italy. disgusted (2)
abuse (20)
Mings suggested Ms Patel was guilty of hypocrisy after she previously criticised the team’s decision to take the
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knee before matches as "gesture politics". He wrote: "You don't get to stoke the fire at the beginning of the
tournament by labelling our anti-racism message as 'gesture politics' and then pretend to be disgusted when the very
thing we're campaigning against happens." A spokesman for Ms Patel declined to comment on the tweet.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/07/12/savills-suspends-employee-looks-racist-tweets-euro-final
(08.12.2021)

Times 1
09.12.2021

Rod Liddle demands Durham University apology
Rod Liddle has accused the University of Durham of vilifying him to “appease jabbering infants” and asked it to
reimburse his £150 travel expenses.
The Sunday Times columnist said the institution should issue a “grovelling apology” and reinstate to full duties
Tim Luckhurst, the professor who invited him to speak.

claim (2)
vile racism (3)
+
angry (1)
sorry (1)
apologise (1)
accused (1)
apolog (2)

Sexismus
Medien
Universität

accuse (3)
condemned (1)

Sport
Rassismus

hit back (1)
accus (2)

Sport

accus* (3)
claimed (1)
apologise (1)

Politik

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/rod-liddle-demands-university-of-durham-apology-jzjr269pp (12.12.2021)

Independent 4 Uruguayan footballers accuse English FA of racism and demand Edinson Cavani’s ban is
4.1.2021
overturned
A strong statement by the Uruguayan Football Players Association (AFU) condemned the FA’s ‘truly
discriminatory and racist act’
https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/premier-league/manchester-united/edinson-cavani-ban-instagramuruguay-players-b1782069.html (21.12.2021)

Independent 7 Watford hit back after Senegal accuse club of refusing to release Ismaila Sarr
03.01.2022
Ismaila Sarr and Emmanuel Dennis have both been involved in AFCON selection rows.

https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/watford-senegal-nigeria-premier-league-manchester-unitedb1985639.html (05.01.2022)

Guardian 5
28.09.2021

Starmer to accuse Tories of being ‘lost in the woods’ as he rejects Corbyn era
Leader’s conference speech will aim to present Labour as a party that is ‘back in business’ and ready for power.
Keir Starmer will on Wednesday repudiate the legacy of Jeremy Corbyn and accuse the government of being “lost
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in the woods” in a keenly awaited conference speech that will put addressing Britain’s mental health crisis at the
heart of his pitch to voters.

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2021/sep/28/starmer-to-accuse-tories-of-being-lost-in-thewoods-as-he-rejects-corbyn-era (03.01.2022)
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Titel & Datum Zusammenfassung & Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe &
Anzahl

Schlagworte

Times 3
11.12.2021

accuse (2)
criticism (1)
accusation (1)

Sexismus
Universität

accus* (3)

Politik
Parteien

accuse (3)

Prominenz
Kindeswohl

Oxford college welfare head accused of belittling sex claims
The head of wellbeing and welfare at Balliol College, Oxford, said that men accused of sexual assault were like
“puppies who needed to be trained” in a meeting with female students, it has been claimed.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/oxford-college-welfare-head-accused-of-belittling-sex-claims-ckgrhrtfc
(12.12.2021)

Times 4
10.12.2021

Budget 2021: Lords accuse SNP of sabotaging economy to win independence
Unionist peers have accused the SNP of deliberately running Scotland’s economy into the ground to boost the case
for independence.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/budget-2021-lords-accuse-snp-of-sabotaging-economy-to-win-independencerdj2577dq (08.01.2022)

Times 6
8.12.2021

Tycoon Tchenguiz’s ex-wife accuses him of plan to force their son, 14, into sex with
prostitute
Tchenguiz, 61, initiated legal action against Bird, accusing her of abducting their son when she refused to return to
London after a trip to the US last Christmas.
Bird, 51, claims in a filing at the district court, Missoula division in Montana, that their son “feels fear and anxiety”
about his father.
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/tycoon-tchenguizs-ex-wife-accuses-him-of-plan-to-force-their-son-14-into-sexwith-prostitute-56sw55bcj (12.12.2021)

Independent 1 Change ‘absurd’ rules so MPs can accuse each other of lying, says John Bercow
26.07.2021

accuse (1)
absurd (1)

Politik
Etikette

critics (1)
accus (1)

Prominenz
Adel

Titel & Datum Zusammenfassung & Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe &
Anzahl

Schlagworte

Telegraph 6
10.06.2021

acused (1)
accusations (1)
self-led criticism
(1)

Sexismus
Rassismus
Theater

accus (3)
complain (1)

Polizei
Verkehrssiche
rheit

Former House of Commons speaker John Bercow has defended the backbench Labour MP who was kicked out of
the chamber for calling Boris Johnson a liar.
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/boris-johnson-lie-butler-bercow-b1890404.html (17.12.2021)

Independent 9 Don’t disrespect the Queen over Tony Blair knighthood, says Ed Davey
05.01.2022

The Lib Dem leader says critics of the knighthood are ‘being disrespectful to Her Majesty’.
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/ed-davey-tony-blair-her-majesty-lib-dem-liberal-democrat-b1987248.html
(06.01.2022)

Weder Ausrede noch Gegenkritik

Barbican Centre branded 'institutionally racist' by staff
The London performing arts centre favours “white and upper/middle class” people, a staff group has claimed.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/06/10/barbican-centre-branded-institutionally-racist-staff/ (11.06.2021)

Times 7
1.12.2021

Met Police accused of soft-pedalling on e-scooter menace
Force will ‘engage’ with people riding on public roads amid growing safety concerns.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/met-police-accused-of-soft-pedalling-on-e-scooter-menace-gwbx5xb0q
(12.12.2021)
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Einordnung aufgrund des Kontextes nicht möglich
Titel & Datum Zusammenfassung & Link (Abrufdatum)

Kritik-Begriffe &
Anzahl

Schlagworte

Telegraph 1
20.5.2021

accuse (2)
criticise (3)
condemn (1)

Rassismus
Sexismus
Wissenschaft

critical point (1)
warns (1)
criticised (1)

Politik

accus* (1)
complaint (2)

Medien
Cancel
Culture

Darwin’s theories ‘warped’ by his racism and sexism, claims Princeton expert
In the article, Prof Fuentes also accuses Darwin, the man whose face was on the £10 note for almost two decades,
of being "dangerously wrong" in some of his assertions.
He levels further criticism at Darwin, accusing him of using his theories to condone colonialism, imperialism, and
genocide.
Prof Fuentes is not the first person to criticise Darwin’s views, with the Natural History Museum, which displays a
prominent statue to Darwin on its South Kensington Campus, mounting an internal review into its collection of the
biologist in September. The Telegraph understands the museum has no intention of removing the statue or his name
from their buildings.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/05/20/darwins-theories-warped-racism-sexism-claims-princeton-expert/
(21.05.2021)

Telegraph 5
10.06.2021

Global Britain is ‘shut for business’, warns Theresa May
Britain is “shut for business” because of travel restrictions that are “incomprehensible” in one of the most
vaccinated countries in the world, Theresa May has warned.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2021/06/10/britain-shut-business-incomprehensible-travel-restrictions-warns/
(11.06.2021)

Telegraph 7
16.12.2021

John Cleese accuses BBC of 'deceptive' and 'dishonest' interview on cancel culture
Monty Python star claims BBC World Asia interviewer tried to portray him as 'old-fashioned, uncaring and
basically harmful'.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/12/16/john-cleese-accuses-bbc-deceptive-dishonestinterview/ (06.01.2022)
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Telegraph 10
14.11.2021

The Snowman composer accuses BBC of ‘vile desecration’ of his Christmas classic

accuse (1)
upset (1)
The Snowman composer Howard Blake is furious with the BBC's "vile desecration" of his acclaimed work after
furious (1)
threatening to withdraw his permission for the recreation. Mr Blake told The Telegraph that the BBC have enlisted
vile desecration (2)
producer Jonathan Manners to arrange a new version of the classic, where the sound of the instruments is replicated

TV /
Massenmedie
n
Kultur

by a choir, a concept known as "vocalise". While Mr Blake has allowed numerous producers to arrange versions of
The Snowman, he has taken exception to the vocalise version, saying: "This lad [Jonathan Manners] is really trying
to make a name for himself, but I have told him what you have done to my music is a desecration, it is absolutely
vile."
A BBC spokesman told The Telegraph: "The BBC Singers are honoured to work with Howard Blake on a special
project as part of our Christmas line-up, details of which will be released to our listeners nearer the festive season."
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/11/14/snowman-composer-accuses-bbc-vile-desecration-christmas-classic
(08.12.2021)

Independent 6 The Tourist viewers accuse show of ‘ripping off’ Steven Spielberg TV movie Duel
03.01.2022
One viewer called new series ‘an absolute dead pinch’.

accus (1)
complained (1)

TV
Plagiat

https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/the-tourist-jamie-dornan-duelb1985481.html (05.01.2022)
Independent 8 Jon Stewart calls JK Rowling’s portrayal of Gringotts goblins in Harry Potter Call antisemitic (1) Antisemitismu
05.01.2022
‘antisemitic’
accus (1)
s
criticised (1)
Literatur
‘That’s a caricature of a Jew from an antisemitic piece of literature,’ Emmy winning TV host says of the characters.
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/news/jon-stewart-jk-rowling-antisemitism-b1986955.html
(05.01.2022)

Independent
10
05.01.2022

Maureen Lipman criticises Helen Mirren’s casting as Jewish politician Golda Meir in new criticise (1)
biopic
I disagree (1)
acceptable (1)
Mirren will play former Israeli prime minister in Guy Nattiv’s ‘Golda’.
uncomfortable (1)

Bias
Film
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https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/news/mauren-lipman-helen-mirren-golda-meir-jewishb1987191.html (06.01.2022)

Independent 3 Liz Truss accused of using Article 16 threat to bolster position with Brexiteers
21.12.2021
Liberal Democrat foreign affairs spokesperson Layla Moran accused Ms Truss – who backed
Remain in the 2016 referendum – of trying to use the issue to position herself for a future Tory
leadership contest.

acuss* (3)

Politik

accus* (2)
claimed (1)

Versicherungs
betrug
Täuschung

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/liz-truss-brexit-article-16-b1980187.html
(08.01.2022)
Mirror 3
27.11.2021

Wetherspoons accuses customers of faking injuries after Storm Arwen ceiling collapse
A pair of pub punters have been accused of faking injuries after part of the ceiling collapsed during Storm Arwen.
Owners of Wetherspoons later said nobody inside was hurt. But a spokesperson for the chain claimed two
customers faked injuries - before they were confronted by the police. “No customers or staff were injured although
two customers pretended they had been hit but when confronted by the police and Wetherspoon staff looking at
CCTV it showed clearly that no customers were struck by any debris.” North Wales Police have yet to comment on
the incident.
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/wetherspoons-accuses-customers-faking-injuries-25562646 (17.12.2021)

Mirror 6
12.07.2021

Gary Neville accuses Boris Johnson of "promoting" racism after England stars abused

abuse* (9)
condemn* (4)
The former Manchester United and England defender says some of the Prime Minister's past comments haven't
accus* (3)
helped in an environment in which footballers are abused on social media. Gary Neville has accused Boris Johnson
ashamed (1)
of "promoting" racism in the past after the prime minister tweeted a message condemning the abuse suffered by the
three England players who missed their penalties against Italy. “The taking of the knee over the past month against accountability (1)
racism was ridiculed by our top ranking government officials. When we get racist abuse after a football match at the
end of a tournament, I expect it unfortunately because it exists, and it’s actually promoted by the Prime Minister,
who called Muslim women letterboxes, said they look like letterboxes.”
https://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/football/news/neville-boris-racist-abuse-england-24513974 (17.12.2021)
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Mirror 7
23.11.2021

Ridley Scott blames millennials and their 'f*****g cell phones' for latest film 'flop'
Despite positive reviews, Ridley Scott's film The Last Duel is not considered to be a financial success and the Alien
director claims that millennials are part of the problem. Ridley Scott's big budget historical drama cost $100 million
to make, but has so far only raked in $27 million at the box office, according to Forbes. Speaking on comedian
Marc Maron's WTF podcast, he said: "I think what it boils down to - what we've got today [is] the audience who
were brought up on these f***ing cell phones. The millennian, [who] do not ever want to be taught anything unless
you told it on the cellphone. This is a broad stroke, but I think we're dealing with it right now with Facebook. This
is a misdirection that has happened where it's given the wrong kind of confidence to this latest generation, I think."

claim* (2)
blame* (1)

https://www.mirror.co.uk/3am/celebrity-news/ridley-scott-blames-millennials-fg-25529906 (17.12.2021)
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